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The Bard's Banner is published (hopefully) 4 times per
year, on a seasonal schedule. It is a publication of the
Shire of Tir Bannog, in the Principality of Tir Righ,
Kingdom of An Tir, of the Society for Creative Anachronism, Inc. It is not a corporate publication of the
SCA, nor does it delineate SCA policy.
Copyright 2011 Society for Creative Anachronism, Inc
This publication shall recognize those that submit articles, photos, etc. You won't be paid for your submission, but you will have the thanks of myself and our
readers.
If you find you need to contact me over something
herein, please send an email to: kj4mill@telus.net
Lastly, this publication is meant for the enjoyment of
all; share it amongst yourselves and your friends. At the
end of the day, if I've made someone smile, I've done
my job.
-Piers Lakewood (Kevin Miller)

Backstory of the Red Wolf Inn. The Inn also
boasts a new website (www.redwolfinn.ca), where
you can view floorplans, book rooms, and more!

I‟d like to thank Lady Hjordis for her rapier photos
in the St. Crispin‟s article. Being a rapier fighter
myself, it makes it difficult to fight and shoot at
the same time! And finally, HL Tewl Gover is back
with another installment of his Book Nook. So sit
back, grab a hot chocolate and a blanket, curl up
by the fire and enjoy!
(Not quite in garb, but so much warmer...)

Ah, winter… a time when we welcome the snowfall
as it wipes a clean slate over the earth, and we tell
ourselves that –10 temperatures really aren‟t that
bad, then grimace and shiver when the mercury takes
a dive. As I sit and write this welcome to Issue 10 of
the Bard‟s Banner (quite coincidentally the Winter
Issue), it‟s a “balmy” -37.8 Celsius outside of the window a mere 2 feet away. As you can see from the
photos on the front page (and a thanks goes out to
Tewl and Betha for some of the amazing shots), we

(The Rapier Tourney about to begin; photo by Lady Hjordis)

take our winters seriously up here in the North.
On the 15th of October, 2011, The Shire of Tir
Luckily we had a chance to host our annual Feast of

Bannog once again hosted their annual Feast of St.

St. Crispin‟s before the cold winds began to blow, and

Crispin‟s in Houston, BC. The weather was bright

were able to enjoy a great day of fighting, singing

and brisk and held the promise of a full day‟s sun-

and feasting. Pictures and story on this event starts

shine. Our crew of hosts arrived relatively early in

on this page.

the morning and began setting up the Eric and
readying the A&S display table and other odds &

We also have part 2 of Wlfryd‟s history of the Fields
of Gold Educational Centre, which focuses on the

ends. By 9 a.m. the doors had opened, and we
were ready to roll!

Our first event that morning was our Rapier De-

Following a quick water break, Tewl took center

fender‟s Tournament, which took place just before

stage in a 30 minute Bear Pit, whilst Alys and I did

10. Sadly, due to real life commitments, many of

our best to remove him. Amidst the strikes and

our fighters were unable to attend. So it was that

parries, the feints and counterstrokes, much merri-

Lady Alys, HL Tewl and myself were the only ones

ment was also to be heard and seen, and by the end

able to step forward to vie for the title of Defender.

of the 30 minutes it was clear that His Lordship Tewl
Gover had reigned supreme upon the field, and was
rightfully awarded the title of Tir Bannog Rapier Defender.

(HL Josephine, current Defender, explains the Tourney format; photo by Lady Hjordis)

After introductions and an explanation of the Tourney, Alys, Tewl and I entered into honourable combat. First off was a modified London Tourney, with

(Tewl and Alys on the attack; photo by Lady Hjordis)

offhands ranging from dagger to chicken!

(Nothing is as deadly as the chicken; photo by Lady
Hjordis)

(“He can’t take us both! … can he?” Alys and Piers ambush
HL Tewl; photo by Lady Hjordis)

My duty as educator over, I wandered inside to see
how the A&S table was shaping up. Though there
weren‟t as many entries as last year, there were some
very beautiful pieces of work to look at, with a
strong emphasis on textiles.

(Alys and I prepare to face off for the children; photo by Lady
Hjordis)

Just as we were putting our gear away, a local class of
school children showed up, curious as to what was
happening in there town. Lady Alys and I gladly
educated them on what the SCA was about, showed

(a few of the A&S pieces...)

them some of our rapier equipment and explained
what it was used for. Then we geared up again and
fought to show them what rapier fighting was all
about. By the time we were done, the heavy fighters
had finished donning their armour, and they took
over center stage for us, entertaining and educating
the kids on heavy fighting.

(and the eventual winning entry!)

As the afternoon wore on, the smells coming from
the kitchen had everyone wandering by to see what
was cooking. Tewl, this year‟s Feastocrat, had set up
a menu with English, French and Roman removes
based upon the places the Saints Crispin & Crispanos
lived. Our servers arrived at five, and everyone who
(HL Khudyka and Gunnbjorn square off)

was staying for the feast settled into their places and
awaited the meal and the entertainment.

The Bardic competition was once again held between Finally, the Annual Brewing Competition (which,
removes during the feast, with two components to

once again, seemed to have no lack of judges) took

it. The first was a freshly written filk based on a

place after the feast, and HL Wlfyrd of Leedes once

theme from a tv show. After that, you could per-

again took the trophy for another of his amazing

form whatever you wished.

wines!

Though our numbers were smaller than they were in
recent years, I would like to thank all who came and
attended St. Crispin‟s with us. Your presence is what
keeps us going, and the fun we have together,
whether in groups large or small, is always a treasure
worth continuing for. Finally, thanks to the amazing servers from Twain Sullivan School; once again
you have outdone yourselves in your efforts to
make our St. Crispin‟s a Feast to remember.
(Feast goers awaiting the night’s entertainment)

Over the course of the meal we were regaled with
humourous filks, stories of dragons, and Scottish

by HL Wlfryd of Leedes

ballads. Once the final songs were sung our outgoing Defender, HE Natal‟ia Volkovicha, announced
her successor: Lord Piers Lakewood. It took me a
moment to realize „why, that‟s me!‟ I was truly
amazed that I had won, especially since I had only
“sort of” entered, but I am honored to hold the title
of Bardic Defender for our Shire.

After the Bardic was announced, there were two
more competitions to be determined. The A&S
Champion this year was voted on by those who attended St. Crispin‟s, and for her beautiful reproduction of an Elizabethan beadwork glove, HL Rhiannon of Shrewsbury was proclaimed Tir Bannog A&S
Champion.

(The Red Wolf Inn decorated in Winter’s Glory)

From 1999 until 2001 Wlfryd and family began to
develop a platform and the two end units. Wlfryd
will tell the story of how he had asked Tewl about
possibly putting in a platform so when the family

woke up in the morning they would not have rolled
down the hill. Tewl‟s eyes brightened and he offered
2x4 and plywood in order to begin construction of
two 8‟ x 8‟ platforms and the main hall measuring
10‟ x 12‟. There was also a front deck for the Belly
Dancers measuring 8‟ x 12‟. The next year a storage
porch measuring 4‟ x 12‟ was added to the back of
the great hall and simple countertops were put in to
facilitate cooking and kitchen organization.

Over the next few years the platforms now beneath
the Grand Porch and the Saracen Room were added.
The Red Wolf Inn continued operations with its
original canvas tents for a number of years, offering
food and accommodations using tents on the back
porches and then decided to go ahead with a major
refit.

(Work on the Red Wolf Inn begins in earnest)
(The original sign for the Red Wolf Inn can be found in the
centre of this photo, along with the ever present blue sky)

Both end units were moved off of their current positions, being dragged away from the Great Hall,
In 2001 the Red Wolf Inn officially offered food for which was then completely disassembled. Sioban,
sale but no accommodations. They were a hit with Thorlakr and Wlfryd were over during Spring Break
Oak, Jarl Wolf, and Katerina as Rhiannon and
2004 to do the disassembly. Elton Hunter was conWlfryd insisted they stay and eat with the family be- tracted to drill the four holes under the corners
fore leaving the site to head for home.
where the main supports are with an auger truck.
We returned a weekend later only to find the gravel
had not arrived.

(From humble beginnings…)

Back again another weekend, Tewl, Thorlakr, Wlfryd
and Allric made concrete and filled the sono tubes
six feet deep, 13” in diameter, with five pieces of rebar. Reconstruction began almost immediately with
2x10 framing under the great hall along with a water
supply system. Excavations for the water barrels
were done by LiBan and Tadgg. Plumbing was completed by Wlfryd. Others working on site included
Greylond, Jullianne, Rhiannon, Gwyneth, Thorlakr,
Sybil, Tiernan and Liam.

Over the next few months the great hall was
completed, and the two end units were dragged back
into place and reattached. Assistance was provided
from Phaelan, Adelade , Kit, Therin, Greylond, Jullianne, Tewl, Betha, Liam, Wlfryd, Gwyneth, Thorlakr, Ardwyad and Rhiannon in order to complete
the renovations in time for the summer season‟s
reopening. Countertops in the great hall were completed with the addition of the pump and double
sink. Framing around the storage porch and cedar
siding were completed by the boys out of Houston
and Josephine. We also had help from Eleanor and
Allison.

(HL Rhiannon and the interior of the inn)

Next came the upstairs, which saw contributions by
Rhiannon, Wlfryd, LiBan, Tadgg, Ardwyad, Tewl,
Betha, Leslie, Al, Bartholomus, and Kevin. Downstairs, the end units were framed in by Liam and
Wlfryd and the decorative painting was completed
by LiBan.

Ysabelle, Gretta, Wlfryd and Rhiannon. The exterior
art work in Norse designs on the Norse House were
all done by Gwyneth. Other renovations done on
the Red Wolf Inn that year included paneling upstairs and down with the help of Sybil, Wlfryd,
Rhiannon, Liam and Gretta.
The second floor over the Scottish and Cornish
rooms creating the Grand Porch was
also done in 2005 with the assistance of Tadgg,
Tiernan, Liam, Thorlakr, and Ardwyad. The second
floor framing and interior walls were followed up by
cantilevered floor joists and a plywood floor. Tewl,
Ardwyad, Liam, Thorlakr, Brandon, CJ, and Bartholomus did most of the interior work in the Scottish and Cornish Rooms, including the construction
of beds to sleep five patrons in each of the two
rooms. The front doors of the Red Wolf Inn were
constructed by Liam, Ardwyad, Bartholomus, and
Tewl, who also completed the sealing off of the
Great Hall at the back. Liam, Gretta, Sandi, Bailey,
and CJ helped on a variety of projects from painting
to interior decorating.
In 2006 the plywood decking on the Grand Porch
was replaced and sealed, Shrews Alley saw some improvements with new door jams and doors, and the
Saracen Room was renovated to include walls and a
tarp roof, which collapsed under the snow load that
winter so was redone in 2007. During the summer
of 2012 the Saracen Room will be completely renovated to allow a move to its new location and the
addition of a metal roof to stop leakage. The garden
between the Inn and the Palazzo was added in 2006
thanks to Gwyneth, Rhiannon and Britta.
In 2007 the ornamental painting of Shrews Alley
was completed by Rhiannon. Renovations and re-

The Norse House went up in 2005 with the assistance of Tewl, Betha, Liam, Ardwyad, CJ, Gwyneth,

pairs were completed on the Grand Porch along with
the addition of a tarp roof. Framing of the roof for

the Grand Porch was completed by Tewl, Betha, Bar- Wolf Inn can be done at their new website,
tholomus and Ogre. The Saracen room saw a new
www.redwolfinn.ca ]
tarp roof added. Beds were built to allow for six patrons in the Saracen thanks to Bartholomus, Tuathal
and Ysabelle. The Barbeque porch was also added in
2007 along with the back storage shed thanks to
By Tewl Gover
Bartholomus, Wlfryd, Thorlakr and Tuathal.
In 2008 the eavestrough was installed by Tewl,
Wlfryd and Callum. Bartholomus and Leto were on
site regularly during this year working on a variety
of projects while Piers and Alys made a few trips over
to help out as well.

Kitchen Pharmacy by Rose Elliot & Carlo De Paoli

After hosting a two remove feast for members of
the BCTF in April of 2009, Wlfryd and Rhiannon
were able to replace the tarps over the Grand Porch
and Barbeque Porch with greenhouse fiberglass. A
new wood shed was added in 2010 by Wlfryd,
Rhiannon, Ashleigh, Bartholomus, and Leto.
In April 2011 the plastic roof over the barbeque
porch was repaired and replaced with metal roofing
by Wlfryd, Betha, Tewl, and Ardwyad.

(The Red Wolf Inn, circa 2011)

[Editor‟s notes: Permission for the photos contained within this article was graciously given by
Wlfyrd. If you‟d like to come up and visit during
the summer, bookings and reservations for the Red

Although not a medieval book per se, this book
does cover some of the history of natural cures and
dietary aids. It is well laid out and has an extensive
list of herbs and spices with their uses and some recipes. They also cover vegetables with a number of
recipes and comments on the benefits, plus a section
on the harm of too much meat. Then there is a section on ailments and how to treat them followed by
several appendixes covering botanical names, nutrients their sources and uses, and other resources. The
authors show a bias to Chinese philosophy and

New Age ideas, but do not let this deter you from
the very useful information provided. All told an
excellent introduction to a less pharmaceutical
based health plan.

Manual of Traditional Wood Carving, Edited by
Paul N. Hasluck

This is a replication of a 1911 book. It contains 1146
drawings & photographs and covers mainly profile
carving. It takes you from selecting the tools,
through design, lay-out, and carving, to finishing
the piece. There is a section on choosing the wood
that includes micro-photographs of some of the
woods to give you an idea of the grain structure.
Then it goes on to the tools and other aids you will
need. After chapters on sharpening and putting
your design on the wood it gets into the actual
carving. There could be more instruction on how
to do the carving, but I believe that this book was
not aimed at beginners. Some of the pictures show
carved pieces that date from the 900's. It does
show its age a bit as some of the equipment is no
longer used, but the designs and ideas are timeless.

There is even a section on chip carving. This book
would be interesting to both carvers and those who
are just interested in carved items.

The Duellist's Companion by Guy Windsor

Guy Windsor has been studying rapier since 1993
and opened the School of European Swordsmanship
in Helsinki. This book is based on Capo Ferro's 1610
Gran Simulcro. This book starts with defining rapiers
and the protective equipment recommended for using them safely. It then goes into exercises to prepare
your body and footwork drills. There are lots of very
good photos to help you see how to make all of the
attacks and defences that are discussed in the book.
After sections on solo training, basic attacks and defences, pair drills, rapier and dagger exercises, and
freeplay there are notes on the chapters. It finishes
with a training schedule and some points to remember. This book is just what is needed for those of us
who can't afford to travel to Finland to take a course
at the school.

